
Chapter 14. Relative Clauses 

Exercise 1. Fill in the blanks with who, whose, whom, that,

or which: 

1. The girl ___ I was talking to is my best friend.

2. The man owns that stall would never sell any adulterated 
stuff.

3. The elephant ___ calf had fallen into the ditch trumpeted
painfully.

4. This is one of the best films Mani Ratnam has directed. 

5. The old music system
years has been sold as junk.

----

has been out of use for many 

6. Was the superintendent ____ you wanted to meet present in 
the office?

7. Rohit, ___ is the captain of Team India, is known for his coolness.

8. Keshab, ____ we thought was arrogant proved to be the most 
helpful boy.

9. The girl ____ parents we met last evening wants to become a 
Kathak dancer.

10. This is the only book ___ I found worth buying.

11. This new Alsatian belongs to my neighbours looks quite 
fierce.

12. Sonam, ____ father is an eminent artiste, is going to make her
debut in this movie.

13. Mr Sanyal, ____ we had invited as the chief guest, could not
make it to the programme.

14. This is the last time ____ I am helping you.

15. The medicine ___ you were going to buy had already expired.
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Exercise 2. Complete the following sentences using the 

words given in the brackets: 

1. The doctor 1s a 
-------------------

reputed surgeon. (who)

2. We had to sell the oranges half ____________ _

at throw-away prices. (which)

3. This is the best bargain _____________ . (that)

4. Mrs Prasad _______________ immediately

rushed home. (whose)

5. Our players, three _________________ _

put up a brave fight. (whom)

6. This is the only solution for this problem ________ _

. (that) 
----------------------

7. Have you seen the new encyclopedia _________ _

____________________ ? (which)

8. We brought a bouquet for Mother, __________ _

. (whose) 
---------------------

9. This is the lady _________________ _

. (whom) 
---------------------

10. The man was 
-------------------

nowhere to be seen. (who)
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